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Day of Reckoning 2014-07-21 a nice new england family has a
dark secret in this superb exercise in suspense from the new york
times bestselling author thenew york times book review megan
and duncan richards are no longer the radical activists they were
in 1968 he s a banker and she works in real estate they have a
fine house impeccable reputations and three beautiful kids their
past is safely stashed away until the day duncan gets a call from
the woman he s spent decades trying to forget once he knew her
as tanya the charismatic leader of northern california s militant
phoenix brigade she had orchestrated their last robbery a
catastrophe that ended in bloodshed and murder while megan
and duncan escaped to their new lives tanya wasn t so lucky she s
spent eighteen years in prison eighteen years planning the
perfect revenge on her deserters now she s free and there isn t a
soul megan and duncan can turn to for help what happens when a
family is pushed to the brink the answer is the stuff of which
parents nightmares and well crafted novels are made the atlanta
journal constitution day of reckoning is dynamite chicago tribune
gripping the washington post
The Reckoning 2018-10-23 1 new york times bestseller john
grisham s most powerful surprising and suspenseful thriller yet a
murder mystery a courtroom drama a family saga usa today
october 1946 clanton mississippi pete banning was clanton
mississippi s favorite son a decorated world war ii hero the
patriarch of a prominent family a farmer father neighbor and a
faithful member of the methodist church then one cool october
morning he rose early drove into town and committed a shocking
crime pete s only statement about it to the sheriff to his lawyers
to the judge to the jury and to his family was i have nothing to say
he was not afraid of death and was willing to take his motive to
the grave in a major novel unlike anything he has written before
john grisham takes us on an incredible journey from the jim crow
south to the jungles of the philippines during world war ii from an
insane asylum filled with secrets to the clanton courtroom where
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pete s defense attorney tries desperately to save him reminiscent
of the finest tradition of southern gothic storytelling the
reckoning would not be complete without grisham s signature
layers of legal suspense and he delivers on every page don t miss
john grisham s new book the exchange after the firm
House of Reckoning 2009-10-13 after the untimely death of her
mother and the arrest of her father for killing a man in barroom
brawl fourteen year old sarah crane is forced to grow up fast left
in the cold care of a foster family and alienated at school sarah
befriends classmate nick dunnigan a former mental patient still
plagued by voices and visions and the eccentric art instructor
bettina phillips a mentor eager to nurture sarah s talent for
painting but within the walls of bettina s ancestral mansion sarah
finds that monstrous images from the house s dark history seem
to flow unbidden from her paintbrush images echoed by nick s
chilling hallucinations it seems the violence and fury of long dead
generations have finally found a gateway from the grave into the
world of the living and sarah and nick have found a power they
never had to take control and take revenge
The Reckoning 2018-10-23 i couldn t help thinking of harper lee s
great american novel to kill a mockingbird while reading the
reckoning grisham knows how to spin a yarn chicago sun times
may be his greatest work yet david grann new york times
bestselling author of killers of the flower moon pete banning was
clanton s favourite son a returning war hero the patriarch of a
prominent family a farmer father and a faithful member of the
methodist church then one cool october morning in 1946 he rose
early drove into town walked into the church and calmly shot and
killed the reverend dexter bell as if the murder wasn t shocking
enough it was even more baffling that pete s only statement about
it to the sheriff to his defense attorney to the judge to his family
and friends and to the people of clanton was i have nothing to say
what turned pete from a pillar of the community into cold hearted
killer and why won t he confide in anyone all his closest family
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knows is that it must have been something devastating and that
the fallout will haunt them and the town for decades to come
further praise for the reckoning beautifully constructed weaves a
truly magical spell daily mail in this saga of love and war john
grisham has given us a sprawling and engrossing story about a
southern family a global conflict and the kinds of secrets that can
shape all of us from the courtrooms and jails of rural mississippi
to the war torn pacific grisham spins a tale that is at once
entertaining and illuminating jon meacham new york times
bestselling author of the soul of america john grisham is the
master of legal fiction and his latest starts with a literal bang and
then travels backward through the horrors of war to explore what
makes a hero what makes a villain and how thin the line between
the two might be jodi picoult internationally bestselling author of
a spark of light and small great things when a master of
storytelling and suspense takes on one of the most wrenching
stories in history the result is a book that will break your heart set
your blood pumping and your mind racing and leave you gasping
for breath by the final page i m still trying to recover from the
reckoning candice millard new york times bestselling author of
the river of doubt and destiny of the republic 350 million copies
45 languages 9 blockbuster films no one writes drama like john
grisham
The Reckoning 2019-10-08 pete banning was clanton s favorite
son a returning war hero the patriarch of a prominent family a
farmer father neighbor and a faithful member of the methodist
church then one cool october morning in 1946 he rose early drove
into town walked into the church and calmly shot and killed the
reverend dexter bell as if the murder wasn t shocking enough it
was even more baffling that pete s only statement about it to the
sheriff to his defense attorney to the judge to his family and
friends and to the people of clanton was i have nothing to say and
so the murder of the esteemed reverend bell became the most
mysterious and unforgettable crime ford county had ever known
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The Reckoning (Limited Edition) 2018-11-20 books are leather
bound signed and numbered with printed endpapers gold
stamping a slipcase and a ribbon marker john grisham returns to
clanton mississippi to tell the story of an unthinkable murder the
bizarre trial that follows it and its profound and lasting effect on
the people of ford county pete banning was clanton s favorite son
a returning war hero the patriarch of a prominent family a farmer
father neighbor and a faithful member of the methodist church
then one cool october morning in 1946 he rose early drove into
town walked into the church and calmly shot and killed the
reverend dexter bell as if the murder wasn t shocking enough it
was even more baffling that pete s only statement about it to the
sheriff to his defense attorney to the judge to his family and
friends and to the people of clanton was i have nothing to say and
so the murder of the esteemed reverend bell became the most
mysterious and unforgettable crime ford county had ever known
Summary - The Reckoning - Based On The Book By John
Grisham 2023-09-28 summary the reckoning based on the book
by john grisham are you ready to boost your knowledge about the
reckoning do you want to quickly and concisely learn the key
lessons of this book are you ready to process the information of
an entire book in just one reading of approximately 20 minutes
would you like to have a deeper understanding of the techniques
and exercises in the original book then this book is for you book
content the small town of clanton the bizarre murder of reverend
bell pete banning a war hero s return secrets of the banning
family the trial begins banning s defense witness testimonies and
intrigues the mysterious journal a haunting visit to japan the
verdict shocking the town the dark past unveiled a journey into
world war ii pete s final revelation a desperate escape the
reckoning justice or vengeance the aftermath clanton s wounds
Ten Degrees of Reckoning 2009-02-19 an international bestseller
a remarkable true story of one woman s courage in 1993 judith
and michael sleavin and their two children set out to sail around
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the world three years into their incredible journey a nearby
freighter altered its course by a mere ten degrees and everything
changed after forty four hours in the icy water clinging to an
overturned dinghy her back broken and paralyzed below the waist
judith miraculously survived winding up in a small community on
the new zealand coast gripping unbelievable yet true judith s
story of courage survival and retribution is alternately
heartrending and uplifting it s also a story of unbreakable bonds
of shattering loss and of one woman reborn through the strength
of friendship and the profound love of strangers who became
family
Moment of Reckoning 2019-03-01 late antiquity saw a
proliferation of christian texts dwelling on the emotions and
physical sensations of dying not as a heroic martyr in a public
square or a judge s court but as an individual at home in a bed or
in a private room in sermons letters and ascetic traditions late
ancient christians imagined the last minutes of life and the events
that followed death in elaborate detail the majority of these
imagined scenarios linked the quality of the experience to the
moral state of the person who died death was no longer the happy
ending in judith perkins s words it had been to christians of the
first three centuries an escape from the difficult and painful world
instead death was most often imagined as a terrifying desperate
experience this book is the first to trace how in late ancient
christianity death came to be thought of as a moment of
reckoning a physical ordeal whose pain is followed by an
immediate judgment of one s actions by angels and demons and
after that fitting punishment because late ancient christian
culture valued the use of the imagination as a religious tool and
because christian teachers encouraged christians to revisit the
prospect of their deaths often this novel description of death was
more than an abstract idea rather its appearance ushered in a
new ethical sensibility among christians in which one s death was
to be imagined frequently and anticipated in detail this was at
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first glance meant as a tool for individuals preachers counted on
the fact that becoming aware of a judgment arriving at the end of
one s life tends to sharpen one s scruples but as this book argues
the change in christian sensibility toward death did not just affect
individuals once established it shifted the ethics of christianity as
a tradition this is because death repeatedly and frequently
imagined as the moment of reckoning created a fund of images
and ideas about what constituted a human being and how
variances in human morality should be treated this had significant
effects on the christian assumption of power in late antiquity
especially in the case of the capacity to authorize violence against
others the thinking about death traced here thus contributed to
the seemingly paradoxical situation in which christians
proclaimed their identity with a crucified person yet were willing
to use force against their ideological opponents
Time of Reckoning 2015-03-03 a breakneck thriller by the author
of 58 minutes the basis of the blockbuster film die hard 2 ernest
beller stands at the end of a giant pit watching as the americans
who liberated dachau are trying to bury the countless bodies they
have found nine years later beller still sees those bodies and the
guilty men who got away an intricate psychological thriller walter
wager s stunning novel explores the nature of vengeance and the
corrosive trauma of the holocaust on generations of men with a
breakneck pace wager hits boiling point as a government agent
begins investigating the murders of former nazis and sees the
horror and the justice in the worst of acts one of the most
satisfying climaxes in current suspense fiction a five star winner
publishers weekly
Day of Reckoning 2013-03-01 day of reckoning power and
accountability in medieval france applies recent approaches to
literacy legal studies memory ritual and the manorial economy to
reexamine the transformation of medieval power highlighting the
relationship of archives and power it draws on the rich
documentary sources of five of the largest benedictine
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monasteries in northern france and flanders with comparisons to
others over a period of nearly four centuries the book opens up
new perspectives on important problems of power in particular
the idea and practice of accountability in a violent society
medieval lords tried to delegate power rather than share it to get
their men to prosecute justice or raise money legitimately rather
than through extortion and pillage robert f berkhofer iii explains
how subordinates were held accountable by abbots administering
the extensive holdings of saint bertin saint denis saint germain
des prés saint père de chartres and saint vaast d arras as the
abbots began to discipline their agents and monitor their conduct
the day of reckoning took on new meaning as customary meeting
days were used to hold agents accountable by 1200 written and
unwritten techniques of rule developed in the monasteries had
moved into the secular world in these practices lay the origins of
administration bureaucratic power and governance all hallmarks
of the modern state
The Black Reckoning 2015-04-07 the final book in the bestselling
books of beginning trilogy that began with the emerald atlas
which the new york times called a new narnia for the tween set
the adventures of siblings kate michael and emma come to a
stunning conclusion when they must find the last book of
beginning the book of death before the dire magnus does for
when all three books are united their combined power will be
unstoppable soon emma is on a journey to places both worldly
and otherworldly confronting terrifying monsters and ghosts and
what is darkest within herself as the fabric of time begins to fray
she becomes the final piece of an extraordinary puzzle only if she
can master the powers of this most dangerous book will she kate
and michael be able to save the world from the dramatic deadly
final confrontation between magical and ordinary people that the
dire magnus has in store
Day of Reckoning 1997 a set of old pictures and a stereoscope
bring terrifying memories to attorney ed becker and his young
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daughter amy
Day of Reckoning 2010-04-07 an enigma somehow ford lancaster
seemed to turn up justwhen rozalyn sawyer needed him most and
as much as she hated to admitit she couldn t help but want more
of his steady presence hissmoldering kisses rozalyn was sure a
crime had been committed againsther family but was her
desperate search for the truth based on fearor madness ford had
come to settle an old score only to find his investigationcolliding
with a killer s next target rozalyn she had every reasonto doubt
his hidden motives but ford knew he would pay any price
toreconcile the past and claim rozalyn as his wife cascades
concealed nestled deep in the cascade mountains of oregon the
close knit community of timber falls is visited by evil could oneof
their own be lurking in the shadows
Day of Reckoning 2017-03-28 a rancher chases two killers
through wyoming with help from an unlikely heroine in this action
packed western from the national bestselling authors the
legendary maccallister clan brought 500 years of highlander
tradition honor and fighting courage to the american frontier in
an astounding new novel from the national bestselling johnstones
duff maccallister rides into the colorado mountains with a young
girl at his side and a gang of stone cold killers eagerly waiting for
them day of reckoning when duff maccallister sees smoke rising
from his neighbor s ranch he knows that something is very wrong
but he isn t prepared for what he finds smoldering buildings a
rancher and his wife brutally slaughtered and a fourteen year old
survivor who could not save her parents now duff is going after
the killers and his only companion is the headstrong girl who
refuses to be left behind duff and his new companion head into
the towering gore range up ahead are two convicted murderers
who were about to be hung in cheyenne and the killers who broke
them lose duff doesn t have a plan or a prayer but the girl will be
more help than he can know and when the day of reckoning
comes bullets and blood will prove who is the bravest and fiercest
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fighter of all
Day of Reckoning 2012-12-12 the clouds held the kind of light
that looked like blood the morgans sat on the porch and reminist
they were desperately casting about for something to keep their
mood from turning dark blue john returned to the family s new
england beach house to confront his own failings the ghost of his
departed father and his sister s traumatic secret the day of
reckoning is a story that builds with intensity and challenges a
once proud family to reveal their misery and sense of hope
The Time of Reckoning 2004-11 america is coming apart at the
seams forces foreign and domestic seek an end to u s sovereignty
and independence before us looms the prospect of an america
breaking up along the lines of race ethnicity class and culture in
day of reckoning pat buchanan reveals the true existential crisis
of the nation and shows how president bush s post 9 11
conversion to an ideology of democratism led us to the precipice
of strategic disaster abroad and savage division at home ideology
writes buchanan is a golden calf a false god a secular religion that
seeks vainly like marxism to create a paradise on earth while free
enterprise is good the worship of a free trade that is destroying
the dollar de industrializing america and ending our economic
independence is cult madness while america must stand for
freedom and self determination the use of u s troops to police the
planet or serve as advance guard of some world democratic
revolution is as iraq shows imperial folly that will bring ruin to the
republic while america should speak out for human rights the
idea that we get in russia s face and hand out moral report cards
to every nation on earth is moral arrogance while we have
benefited from immigration and the melting pot worked with
millions of europeans the idea we can import endless millions of
aliens legal and illegal from every culture clime creed and
continent on earth and still remain a country is absurd to save
america the first imperative is to remove from power the
ideologues of both parties who have nearly killed our country in
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his final chapter buchanan lays out ideas to prevent the end of
america he calls for a bottom up review of all of america s cold
war commitments a ten point program to secure america s
borders ideas to halt the erosion of our national sovereignty and
restore our manufacturing preeminence and economic
independence and a formula for finding the way to a cold peace in
the culture wars buchanan offers a radical but necessary program
for neither party is addressing the real crisis of america whether
we survive as one nation and people or disintegrate into what
theodore roosevelt called a tangle of squabbling nationalities and
not a nation at all in this eye opening book pat buchanan reveals
the perilous path our nation has taken pax americana the era of u
s global dominance is over a struggle for world hegemony among
the united states china a resurgent russia and radical islam has
begun torn apart by a culture war america has begun to balkanize
and break down along class cultural ethnic and racial lines free
trade is hollowing out u s industry destroying the dollar and
plunging the country into permanent dependency and unpayable
debt one of every six u s manufacturing jobs vanished under bush
the third world invasion through mexico is a graver threat to u s
survival than anything happening in afghanistan or iraq is our day
of reckoning just ahead
Day of Reckoning 2007-11-27 john morrison s life has been a
wreck but it s about to get even worse an unspeakable
apocalyptic event has transformed john s turbulent existence an
event that threatens to end his life at any given moment with the
aid of two companions john struggles to hide from demented
mobs fight when necessary survive but is it a struggle for survival
or absolution learn the answer in d mikels s powerful novel the
reckoning
The Reckoning 2006-11 inspector john madden who debuted in
river of darkness returns in a gripping post world war ii murder
mystery on a quiet afternoon in 1947 retired bank manager
oswald gibson is shot in the head while fishing in scotland a
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respectable family doctor is killed in the same manner and with
the same gun what is the connection scotland yard s detective
inspector billy styles and local detective vic chivers are baffled
until a letter from gibson is discovered that might shed some light
on the case a letter concerning former scotland yard detective
john madden despite madden s legendary memory he has no
recollection of meeting gibson or any idea of what their
relationship might have been madden is happily retired from
police work but agrees to help his former protégé styles and the
clues they uncover only deepen the mystery when a third man is
killed in a similar fashion madden and styles find themselves in a
race against time to find the killer before another man ends up
dead a smart intricately plotted mystery this is the fourth title in
the critically acclaimed and much loved john madden series
The Reckoning 2014-08-14 elderly grace larmont knows she
doesn t have much time to appoint a new successor to her
business chaverez spirits the largest privately held liquor
company in the u s enter angel bonet a young business student
who becomes grace s protege angel is named ceo shortly before
grace s death but the will that leaves all of grace s assets
including the company to angel is lost in a suspicious fire as the
mystery deepens and angel finds out there is no one she can trust
she discovers there s a conspiracy more treacherous than she
ever could have imagined
Commercial tables: consisting of reckoning, interest [&c.]. 1870
explores the religious and ethical issues that the columbine
community had to deal with discusses key issues of the survivors
such as praying for freedom from hatred and bitterness toward
the shooters searches for answers to concerns about a
materialistic american culture that neglects its youth
Day of Reckoning 2000-10 from the patristic age until the
gregorian calendar reform of 1582 computus the science of time
reckoning and art of calendar construction was a matter of
intense concern bede s the reckoning of time de temporum
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ratione was the first comprehensive treatise on this subject and
the model and reference for all subsequent teaching discussion
and criticism of the christian calendar it is a systematic exposition
of the julian solar calendar and the paschal table of dionysius
exiguus with their related formulae for calculating dates but it is
more than a technical handbook bede sets calendar lore within a
broad scientific framework and a coherent christian concept of
time and incorporates themes as diverse as the theory of tides
and the doctrine of the millennium this translation of the full text
of the reckoning of time includes an extensive historical
introduction and a chapter by chapter commentary it will interest
historians of medieval science theology and education bede
scholars and anglo saxonists liturgists and church historians it
will also serve as an accessible introduction to computus itself
generations of medieval computists nourished their expertise in
bede s orderly presentation modern scholars in quest of safe
passage through this complex terrain can hope for no better
guide
Commercial Tables: consisting of reckoning, interest,
annuity, money, weights, measures, and other tables 1860 a
second reckoning tells the story of john snowden a black man
accused of the murder of a pregnant white woman in annapolis
maryland in 1917 he refused to confess despite undergoing
torture was tried through legal shenanigans by an all white jury
and was found guilty on circumstantial evidence and sentenced to
death despite hair raising last minute appeals to spare his life
snowden was hanged for the crime but decades after his death
thanks to tireless efforts by interested citizens and family
members who believed him a victim of a legal lynching snowden
was pardoned posthumously by the governor of maryland in 2001
a second reckoning uses snowden s case to bring posthumous
pardons into the national conversation about amends for past
racial injustices scott d seligman argues that the repeal of racist
laws and policies must be augmented by reckoning with america s
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judicial past especially in cases in which prejudice may have
tainted procedures or perverted verdicts evidence of bias survives
and a constituency exists for a second look seligman illustrates
the profound effects such acts of clemency have on the living and
ends with a siren call for a reexamination of such cases on the
national level by the department of justice which officially refuses
to consider them
Day of Reckoning 2000 once a rising star in the mage ranks john
gray lost everything when a disastrous mission allowed a
powerful dark artifact to fall into the wrong hands wracked by
shame and failure the former hero now slinks through life as a
broken alcoholic but when john s ex partner turns up dead after
warning of a plot to unleash the artifact s apocalyptic magic he
reluctantly agrees to take on one last mission for redemption to
succeed john must brave a corrupting underworld and confront
the demons of addiction regret and self doubt that have chained
him for so long accompanied by a feisty young spellsmith who
sees more in john than he sees in himself he follows a tangled
trail of clues across a magical landscape both familiar and
strange every step forces john to relive the traumatic mistakes
that shattered his life but with the world s fate at stake he pushes
onward realizing the key to stopping this evil may also be the key
to healing himself in a final confrontation against overwhelming
odds john must rediscover his courage ingenuity and power
before the forces of darkness unleash total destruction to triumph
he must let go of the past and embrace his true destiny for some
scars run deeper than the skin
The classical review 1891 newly updated the true story of a
retired couple a coldblooded killer and the controversial
aftermath a gripping read aphrodite jones host of true crime for
investigation discovery network tom and jackie hawks loved their
life in retirement sailing on their yacht the well deserved but
when the birth of a new grandson called them back to arizona
they put the boat up for sale skylar deleon and his pregnant wife
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jennifer showed up as prospective buyers with their baby in a
stroller and the hawkses thought they had a deal soon after
however the older couple disappeared and the deleons promptly
tried to access the hawkses s bank accounts as police investigated
they not found not only a third homicide victim with ties to skylar
but an unusual motive skylar had wanted gender reassignment
surgery for years by killing the hawkses and plundering their
assets the deleons planned to clear their 100 000 in debts and
still have money for the already scheduled surgery now in this
updated edition which includes extensive new material new york
times bestselling author caitlin rother presents new developments
in the case skylar who was sentenced to death row for the three
murders transitioned via hormones while living in the san quentin
psych unit recently she legally changed her name and gender
apparently a strategic step to obtain taxpayer subsidized gender
confirmation surgery and transfer to a women s prison combined
with governor gavin newsom s moratorium on executions this
only adds insult to injury for the victims families who want skylar
to receive the ultimate punishment for her crimes well researched
and a quick engrossing read this should be popular with true
crime readers especially the ann rule crowd library journal
Bede, The Reckoning of Time 1999-01-01 cozzens is a master
storyteller the times from the devastating invasion by spanish
conquistadors in the sixteenth century to the relentless pressure
from white settlers 150 years later a brutal reckoning tells the
story of encroachment on the vast native american territory in the
deep south which gave rise to the creek war the bloodiest in
american indian history and propelled andrew jackson into
national prominence as he led the us army in a ruthless campaign
it was a war that involved not only white americans and native
americans but also the british and the spanish and ultimately led
to the trail of tears in which the government forcibly removed the
entire creek people as well as the neighbouring chickasaw
choctaw and cherokee nations from their homelands leaving the
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way open for the conquest of the west no other single indian
conflict had such a significant impact on the fate of the country
wonderfully told and brilliantly detailed a brutal reckoning is a
sweeping history of a crucial period in the destruction of america
s native tribes
A Second Reckoning 2021-10 north of los angeles the studios
the beaches rodeo drive lies a sparsely populated region that
comprises fully one half of los angeles county sprawling across
2200 miles this shadow side of los angeles is in the high mojave
desert known as the antelope valley it s a terrain of savage
dignity a vast amphitheatre of startling wonders that put on a
show as the megalopolis burrows northward into the region s last
frontier ranchers cowboys dreamers dropouts bikers hikers and
felons have settled here those who have chosen solitude over the
trappings of contemporary life or simply have nowhere else to go
but in recent years their lives have been encroached upon by the
creeping spread of subdivisions funded by the once easy money of
subprime america mcmansions many empty now gradually
replaced joshua trees the desert america s escape hatch began to
vanish as it became home to a latter day exodus of pilgrims it is
against the backdrop of these two competing visions of land and
space that donald kueck a desert hermit who loved animals and
hated civilization took his last stand gunning down beloved
deputy sheriff steven sorensen when he approached his trailer at
high noon on a scorching summer day as the sound of rifle fire
echoed across the mojave kueck took off into the desert he knew
so well kicking off the biggest manhunt in modern california
history until he was finally killed in a wagnerian firestorm under a
full moon as nuns at a nearby convent watched and prayed this
manhunt was the subject of a widely praised article by deanne
stillman first published in rolling stone a finalist for a pen center
usa journalism award and included in the anthology best
american crime writing 2006 in desert reckoning she continues
her desert beat and uses kueck s story as a point of departure to
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further explore our relationship to place and the wars that are
playing out on our homeland in addition stillman also delves into
the hidden history of los angeles county and traces the paths of
two men on a collision course that could only end in the modern
wild west why did a brilliant self taught rocket scientist who just
wanted to be left alone go off the rails when a cop showed up
what role did the california prison system play in this drama what
happens to people when the american dream is stripped away and
what is it like for the men who are sworn to protect and serve
Shadowed Reckoning 2023-09-25 セオは 修学旅行先の首都ワシントンでゴルフ場殺人事件の
被告人 ダフィーを目撃する fbiの捜査に協力するセオに危険がせまり 裁判で重要な証人も失踪 その理由とは 全世界が注
目する法廷ミステリー
The History of Jesus of Nazara 1883 it s 1855 and the
dickinson farm in the bottom corner of virginia is already in debt
when a northern abolitionist arrives and creates havoc among the
slaves determined to find his mother and daughter who are
already free in canada bry is the first slave to flee and his escape
inspires a dozen others soon the farm owned by one brother and
managed by another is forfeited to the bank one of the brothers
who is also a circuit riding preacher gathers his flock into a
wagon train to find a new life in the west but john dickinson has a
dangerous secret that compels him to abandon the group at the
last minute and his wife two daughters and thirteen year old son
martin now face life on the trail and an unknown future alone
after a fateful encounter along the way martin and bry will hatch
a plot to get bry safely to canada but each member of the family
will be changed tormented excited and exposed by the journey
linda spalding brings an astonishing empathy to the telling of the
fate of each of the travelers and to their shifting inner lives
compoundedof grief fear anger and hope rich in character and
incident a reckoning brilliantly creates an america that was the
undefiled beauty of its lands and the grand mix of settlers and
native americans blacks and whites riverboat captains small
businessmen and people leaving one life behind for another they
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can only just begin to see it moves with irresistible force toward
an ending at once cataclysmic inevitable and profound
The history of Jesus of Nazara; considered in its connection with
the national life of Israel, and related in detail, translated from
the German 1883 in this sequel to the simple hand of fate bill
weiland deals with the loss of his wife by leaving the only home
he s ever had along with his newborn daughter sarah bill goes to
california for a chance to rebuild his life but has a constant
nagging feeling that something was left undone in canada
Dead Reckoning 2019-08-27 stephanie mccurry tells a very
different tale of the confederate experience when the grandiosity
of southerners national ambitions met the harsh realities of
wartime crises unintended consequences ensued although
southern statesmen and generals had built the most powerful
slave regime in the western world they had excluded the majority
of their own people white women and slaves and thereby sowed
the seeds of their demise
RECKONING 2023-07-06 in 1593 the brilliant but controversial
young playwright christopher marlowe was stabbed to death in a
deptford lodging house the circumstances were shady nicholls
penetrates four centuries of obscurity to reveal a complex story of
entrapment and betrayal winner of the crime writer s gold dagger
award for a nonfiction thriller
A Brutal Reckoning 2012-07-03
Desert Reckoning 2015-11-30
少年弁護士セオの事件簿 2018-03-13
A Reckoning 2007
A Time of Reckoning 2012-05-07
Confederate Reckoning 1898
Scriptural and Primitive Time for the Celebration of the Holy
Communion 1995-07-15
The Reckoning
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